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T

ype 1 diabetes (T1D) is an autoimmune disease characterized
by the presence of serologically detectable autoantibodies to
multiple islet cell autoantigens. Autoantibodies to glutamate
decarboxylase 65 (GAD65Ab) can be detected in the majority of
new-onset T1D patients (1), in patients with latent autoimmune
diabetes in adults (for review see ref. 2), diabetes-related polyendocrine diseases (for review see ref. 3), and in some rare
neurologic diseases, notably Stiff Person Syndrome (SPS) (4),
but rarely in the general population. GAD65Ab often herald the
onset of T1D by months or years and are used to predict disease
together with other islet cell autoantibodies (5, 6). The function
of these autoantibodies and their B cells in the pathogenesis of
T1D is not clear, especially as a patient with severe B cell
deficiency and diabetes was reported (7). Although GAD65Ab
are often considered to be an epiphenomenon resulting from the
autoimmune destruction of the pancreatic ␤ cells, some studies
suggest that they may be involved in antigen processing and
presentation and thus modulate the immune response (8–10).
This hypothesis is supported by a recent study demonstrating a
pathogenic role of autoantibodies by enhancing islet cell antigen
presentation to autoreactive T cells (11). Harbers et al. (11)
showed that both antigen-specific CD8⫹ T cells and antigenspecific antibodies were necessary for the development of autoimmune diabetes in transgenic mice that express a membranebound form of ovalbumin in pancreatic ␤ cells.
To investigate the possible role of GAD65Ab in T1D pathogenesis, we previously injected young nonobese diabetic (NOD)
mice with the GAD65-specific mAb b96.11 (12). This antibody
specificity was shown earlier to be predictive of the development
www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0800578105

of T1D in humans (13). We found that this treatment induced
b96.11-specific anti-idiotypic antibodies (anti-Ids) that efficiently blocked the binding of b96.11 to GAD65 and was
accompanied by a significant reduction of incidence of insulitis
and diabetes in the mice. Moreover, injections with the GAD65specific mAb b78, that reacts with an epitope that is important
in SPS, but rarely recognized in T1D (14), had no significant
effect on the development of diabetes in NOD mice, suggesting
that the effect was epitope-specific. We hypothesized that the
anti-Ids could affect the disease progression by preventing
GAD65Ab binding to its antigen.
The major aim of this study was to investigate whether
GAD65Ab could be detected in healthy individuals. We found
that while healthy individuals and first-degree relatives (FDRs)
of T1D patients tested GAD65Ab-negative in conventional
RIAs, they presented GAD65Ab after preabsorption with various GAD65-reactive mAbs, suggesting that these GAD65Ab
were present, but masked by an epitope-specific anti-Id. Moreover, GAD65Ab-positive T1D and SPS patients show a specific
lack of anti-Ids to disease-associated GAD65Ab, b96.11, or b78,
possibly releasing these epitope GAD65Ab specificities to the
circulation.
Results
Sera from Healthy Individuals and FDR Contain GAD65Ab That Are
Masked, Whereas T1D Patients and SPS Patients Lack Inhibitors to
Disease-Specific GAD65Ab. We investigated the presence of

masked GAD65Ab in human serum samples. Samples were
incubated at 55°C either in the presence or absence of monoclonal GAD65Ab immobilized to protein A Sepharose (PAS).
After the reaction was allowed to cool to room temperature the
flow-through was tested in an RIA for binding to GAD65 (Fig.
1a). We analyzed sera of healthy individuals (n ⫽ 238) and FDR
(n ⫽ 27) that had tested negative for GAD65Ab in conventional
RIAs, GAD65Ab-positive T1D patients (n ⫽ 54), and
GAD65Ab-positive SPS patients (n ⫽ 8).
For the healthy individuals we observed a significant increase
in binding to GAD65 after absorption to b96.11-PAS or b78-PAS
[median binding before absorption: 292 (112–1,055) cpm, after
absorption to b96.11-PAS: 1,088 (401–8,881) cpm, after absorption to b78-PAS: 6,519 (2,056–1,6278) cpm (P ⬍ 0.001)]. The
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Autoantibodies to glutamate decarboxylase 65 (GAD65Ab) are
commonly believed to be a major characteristic for type 1 diabetes
(T1D). We investigated the presence of GAD65Ab in healthy individuals (n ⴝ 238) and first-degree relatives (FDRs) of T1D patients
(n ⴝ 27) who tested negative for GAD65Ab in conventional RIAs.
Sera were applied to affinity columns coated with GAD65-specific
mAbs to absorb anti-idiotypic antibodies (anti-Ids). The absorbed
sera were analyzed for binding to GAD65 by RIAs. Both healthy
individuals and FDRs present GAD65Ab that are inhibited by
anti-Id, masking them in conventional detection methods. The
presence of GAD65Ab-specific anti-Ids was confirmed by competitive ELISA. Remarkably, T1D patients (n ⴝ 54) and Stiff Person
Syndrome patients (n ⴝ 8) show a specific lack of anti-Ids to
disease-associated GAD65Ab epitopes. Purified anti-Ids from
healthy individuals and FDRs inhibited the binding of GAD65Ab
from T1D patients to GAD65. We conclude that masked GAD65Ab
are present in the healthy population and that a lack of particular
anti-Ids, rather than GAD65Ab per se, is a characteristic of T1D. The
lack of these inhibitory antibodies may contribute to T cell activation by GAD65Ab.
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Fig. 1. GAD65Ab in healthy individuals and FDRs are revealed upon removal of inhibitor. (a) Sera of healthy individuals and FDRs contain GAD65Ab/inhibitor
complexes, whereas T1D patients and SPS patients lack inhibitors to disease-specific GAD65Ab. Sera of healthy individuals (A) and FDRs (B) that tested negative
for GAD65Ab in conventional RIA and sera from GAD65Ab-positive T1D patients (C) and SPS patients (D) were absorbed on immobilized b96.11-PAS and b78-PAS.
The serum samples and the flow-through of beads were tested for the presence of GAD65Ab in an RIA. Binding to GAD65 before (circles) and after absorption
to b96.11 (triangles) or b78 (squares) is shown in cpm. SPS patients that are also diagnosed with T1D are represented by the filled symbols. Median binding is
indicated. (b) ELISA of isolated inhibitor from a healthy individual. Binding of inhibitor isolated from b96.11-PAS or b78-PAS after absorption with serum from
a healthy individual to b96.11-HRP (triangles) and b78-HRP (squares) was analyzed in the presence of the indicated concentrations of human recombinant GAD65.
Binding is shown as percent binding with binding in the absence of GAD65 set as 100%

GAD65Ab titer of all samples after absorption to both b96.11PAS and b78-PAS was higher than the median before absorption
and 123/238 (52%) of the b96.11-absorbed samples had a
GAD65Ab titer above the maximum GAD65Ab titer before
absorption. All samples absorbed to b78-PAS tested above the
maximum GAD65Ab titer before absorption. Increases in
GAD65 binding were seen when sera were absorbed with
biotinylated GAD65Ab coupled to streptavidin-agarose, demonstrating that the revealed GAD65 binding is not consequence
of release of coupled IgG from beads (data not shown).
Similar results were obtained when absorbing the sera without
previous heat dissociation (data not shown). However, the effect
was less pronounced, indicating that the moderate temperature
increase catalyzed the dissociation of the GAD65Ab/inhibitor
complexes and allowed the absorption of the released inhibitor
to the immobilized GAD65Ab. Dissociation of antibody complexes by heat has been used previously (15), and we confirmed
that the binding capacity of purified GAD65Ab remains stable
under these conditions (data not shown).
Binding of the isolated inhibitor to GAD65Ab was confirmed
in an ELISA (Fig. 1b). The inhibitor was eluted from b96.11-PAS
or b78-PAS after absorption of serum obtained from a healthy
individual and detected by HRP-labeled b96.11 or b78, respectively. Addition of human recombinant GAD65 diminished the
signal in a dose-dependent manner, suggesting that the inhibitor
binds to the antigen-binding site of GAD65Ab. Addition of BSA
had no effect on the binding (data not shown).
5472 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0800578105

A significant increase in GAD65Ab levels after absorption to
b96.11-PAS and b78-PAS was also observed for FDR (P ⬍ 0.001)
(Fig. 1a). In the analysis of the T1D patients we found a
significant increase from 1,094 to 9,830 cpm in the level of
GAD65Ab after absorption on b78-PAS (P ⬍ 0.001); however,
no difference was detected between the level of GAD65Ab in
nonabsorbed and b96.11-PAS absorbed sera. In the analysis of
the SPS patients we found no increase in the level of GAD65Ab
after absorption on either b96.11-PAS or b78-PAS.
We tested the possible release of GAD65Ab from the
GAD65Ab-PAS by analyzing the flow-through of GAD65AbPAS that underwent the same procedure without incubation
with serum. No binding to GAD65 could be detected under these
conditions.
The observed binding was specific to GAD65, because competition with unlabeled human recombinant GAD65, but not
BSA reduced the binding to radiolabeled GAD65 (P ⬍ 0.001)
(Fig. 2a). Moreover, no increase in binding to the tyrosine
phosphatase-like protein IA-2 was observed when testing sera
that had been heated and absorbed (data not shown).
We investigated whether the effect was specific to GAD65Ab
by absorbing serum samples to an irrelevant human mAb HAA1
immobilized to PAS. This antibody recognizes blood group A
antigen. We tested 14 healthy individuals and 14 FDRs. No
significant increase in GAD65Ab binding was observed (Fig. 2b).
Characterization of the Inhibitor. We identified the inhibitor as
human Ig by preparing purified Ig and Ig-depleted fractions from
Oak et al.
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Fig. 2. The inhibitor is specific to GAD65Ab. (a) GAD65 binding by unmasked
sera is competed by recombinant human GAD65 and not by BSA. Sera of FDR
absorbed by b96.11-PAS were tested for binding to [35]S-GAD65 in the presence of recombinant human GAD65 (150 mM) (E), or BSA (150 nM) ({).
Median binding is indicated. (b) Absorption of inhibitors that reduce
GAD65Ab binding is specific to GAD65Ab and cannot be achieved by an
irrelevant human mAb. Sera of healthy individuals (n ⫽ 15) and FDR (n ⫽ 15)
were absorbed to immobilized HAA1. The flow-through was tested for binding to GAD65. GAD65Ab titer before (E) and after (F) absorption is shown in
cpm. Median binding is indicated.
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sera of four FDRs. The purified Ig and the Ig-depleted sera were
incubated with b96.11-PAS to identify the fraction that contained the inhibitor and GAD65Ab (Fig. 3a). As expected,
absorption of the purified Ig fraction on b96.11-PAS resulted in
a significant increase in binding to GAD65, whereas absorption
of the Ig-depleted fraction on b96.11-PAS had no effect on
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Fig. 4. Anti-Ids are cross-inhibitory between healthy individuals and FDRs
and inhibit GAD65 binding by T1D patients’ sera. (a) Anti-Ids were isolated
from a FDR as described and added to the unmasked serum at the indicated
concentrations. GAD65 binding is shown as percent binding (binding of
absorbed, uninhibited serum is set to 100%). A dose-dependent inhibition of
GAD65 binding was observed. (b) Anti-Ids were isolated from a healthy
individual as described. Anti-Ids (20 l) from the healthy individual (filled bars)
and the FDR (bars with horizontal lines) were added to unmasked sera of a
healthy individual (A), FDR (B), and unabsorbed sera of four T1D patients
(C1– 4). GAD65 binding is reported in cpm.
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GAD65 binding. These data suggest that (i) the Ig fraction
contains both GAD65Ab and the inhibitor and (ii) the observed
effect is not caused by release of b96.11 from b96.11-PAS by
serum proteases.
The inhibiting Ig was further analyzed by eluting the serum
fraction absorbed to b96.11-PAS and testing the eluted fractions
for the presence of human Ig by Western blot analysis (Fig. 3b).
In addition to both human  and  light chains, Western blot
analysis showed the inhibiting fractions to contain human IgG,
whereas testing with human IgM showed no signal (data not
shown). As an additional control, we found no signal in Western
blot analysis using fractions eluted from b96.11-PAS beads that
had not been incubated with human serum, indicating that the
coupled b96.11 was not released from the b96.11-PAS. These
results led to our characterization of the inhibitor as anti-Id.
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Fig. 3. GAD65Ab and inhibitors are present only in the sera’s Ig fraction. (a)
Purified Ig and depleted serum were prepared from four FDRs (A–D). Absorbed sera (empty bars), purified Ig before (gray bars) and after absorption
(black bars), Ig-depleted sera before (bars with horizontal lines) and after
absorption (bars with vertical lines) were tested for binding to GAD65. The
data show that affinity purification of GAD65Ab-negative sera on b96.11-PAS
leads to the dissociation of the immune complexes to reveal the presence of
hitherto undetectable GAD65Ab. (b) The above-described Ig-depleted serum
fractions (Left) and purified Ig fractions (Right) were tested with goat-anti
human  chain. (Center) Molecular weight markers are shown.
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serum from a FDR as described above. Dose-dependent inhibition of GAD65 binding was observed when the anti-Id was
added to the absorbed sample (Fig. 4a). Following the same
protocol, we prepared anti-Ids from a healthy individual and
carried out cross-inhibition experiments between the groups
using the optimal conditions (20 l) as determined above (Fig.
4b). The data suggest that anti-Ids isolated from healthy individuals efficiently inhibit antigen binding by absorbed sera from
FDR and vice versa. Moreover, anti-Ids obtained from a healthy
individual and a FDR also inhibited GAD65 binding by four T1D
patients’ sera (Fig. 4b), although this inhibition was weaker (74%
PNAS 兩 April 8, 2008 兩 vol. 105 兩 no. 14 兩 5473
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and 79%, respectively) as compared with that in the healthy
individual and the FDR (⬇90%).
Discussion
In the present study, we demonstrate anti-Ids specific to
GAD65Ab. Immune depletion of these anti-Ids reveals the
presence of masked GAD65Ab in the majority of sera from
healthy individuals and FDRs that otherwise test negative for
GAD65Ab in conventional screening assays. Moreover, we show
that GAD65Ab-specific anti-Ids are severely reduced in T1D
patients. In particular, anti-Ids reactive to mAb b96.11 that is
associated with progression to T1D (13) show a marked reduction in T1D patients. Our study suggests that GAD65Ab are
found in the majority of healthy, nondiabetic individuals, but that
their binding capacity is inhibited by GAD65Ab-specific anti-Ids.
We conclude that it is the absence of these anti-Ids, rather than
the presence of GAD65Ab, that is characteristic for T1D.
Screening of sera for anti-Ids specific to disease-associated
GAD65Ab may be valuable in the characterization and risk
assessment for T1D.
Anti-Ids have been described in the normal human immune
response, where they are believed to play a protective role, as
they can block the binding of pathogenic autoantibodies (16).
They have also been described in several autoimmune diseases
(17–20). Autoantibodies to ribosomal P proteins (anti-P) are
regarded as specific for patients with systemic lupus erythematosus. Stafford and colleagues (21–23) demonstrated that in
healthy individuals who tested negative for anti-P antibodies by
conventional serologic screenings anti-P antibodies were in fact
readily detectable after removal of the inhibitory antibodies.
Similarly, autoantibodies to the E2 subunit of the pyruvate
dehydrogenase complex, thought to be specific to patients with
primary biliary cirrhosis, are present but inhibited by anti-Ids in
healthy individuals (24). In T1D, anti-Ids to insulin autoantibodies have been reported in both humans (25) and the BB rat
model (26). These anti-Ids appear to resemble insulin and may
affect the utilization of insulin (27). A balance between autoantibodies and anti-Ids is proposed to contribute to the homeostasis of the adaptive immune response in the ‘‘network
hypothesis’’ (28). A disturbance of this balance, by a decline in
protective factors or an increase in autoimmune elements, could
precipitate autoimmune disease. We speculate that GAD65Abspecific anti-Ids are formed in the following cascade of events:
death of pancreatic ␤ cells leads to the release of islet cell
antigens, including GAD65. This ␤ cell death can be the result
of a ␤ cell injury or apoptosis during normal development (29,
30). The islet cell antigens are presented in the pancreatic lymph
nodes (31) and lead to the formation of GAD65Ab. Indeed, the
presence of a wide range of autoantibodies, including
GAD65Ab, shortly after birth has been described (32). According to the network hypothesis antibody idiotypes will induce the
production of anti-Ids (28, 33). These anti-Ids can then block the
initial antibodies, preventing them from binding to the antigen.
However, the actual mechanisms involved in the lack of
anti-Ids in autoimmune diseases have not been well studied, and
most studies of anti-Ids address autoimmune diseases with a
major B cell component to the immune response, whereas in
T1D, although autoantibodies are readily demonstrable, the
pathogenesis is considered to be T cell-mediated.
In light of recent evidence that autoantibodies may play a role
in modulating the T cell response (11), it is notable that antibody
specificity, rather than antibody titer, is associated with T1D and
disease progression (13, 34, 35). The GAD65Ab response in T1D
patients is characterized by GAD65Ab specificities similar to
that of mAb b96.11 (13), whereas GAD65Ab in patients with SPS
often recognize GAD65Ab epitopes similar to that bound by b78
(14). These two antibodies recognize epitopes located at independent clusters (ctc1 and ctc2), positioned on opposing faces of
5474 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0800578105

the C-terminal domain of the GAD65 molecule (36). Recognition of ctc2 by b96.11-like GAD65Ab appears to be associated
with an aggressive islet cell autoimmune reaction leading to T1D,
whereas binding to the ctc1 epitope by b78-like GAD65Ab
appears to be characteristic of an islet cell autoimmunity either
unassociated with diabetes (e.g., SPS) or associated with a milder
diabetes phenotype. Similarly, it is a lack of anti-Ids specific to
b96.11, and not b78, that is associated with T1D.
In the context of our previous findings, the lack of anti-Id
specific to b96.11 in T1D patients may suggest that GAD65Ab
are functionally inhibited by epitope-specific anti-Ids in the
healthy immune system. In the absence of these specific inhibitory anti-Ids, overt GAD65Ab are exposed and consequently
are able to modulate the immune response (8–10) and break T
cell tolerance as recently demonstrated (11). Perhaps antibodies
to ctc2 epitope(s) play a role in antibody-driven effector T cell
activation in T1D equivalent to the cooperative role played by
antibodies to ovalbumin in the development of diabetes by T cells
in RIP-mOVA mice (11), and such activation is blocked by the
presence of anti-Id of appropriate specificity.
Although anti-Ids are used in the treatment of allergy (for
review see ref. 37), they are currently not used in the treatment
of autoimmune diseases. However, the successful treatment of
autoimmune disorders with i.v. immune globulin has partially
been explained by the presence of anti-Id (for review see refs. 38
and 39), and the potential of recombinant anti-Ids has been
suggested in the treatment of some autoimmune diseases (40).
The rationale for using GAD65Ab-specific anti-Ids in treatment
is to provide enough anti-Id immunoglobulins to neutralize
circulating GAD65Ab of the b96.11-idiotype.
The presence of anti-Ids may provide a mechanism for some
previously unexplained phenomena. For example, these
GAD65Ab-specific anti-Id may explain the persistence of
GAD65Ab for years after the onset of T1D (41, 42), despite the
loss of ␤ cells as the antigen source after disease onset. Continuous ␤ cell regeneration, protein mimicry, incomplete destruction of the ␤ cells, release of GAD65 from other sources, or
cross-reactivity of GAD65Ab with other proteins have also been
proposed to explain this phenomenon (43). We speculate that an
antigen-independent memory could be generated by the interaction of GAD65Ab-specific B cells with complementary B cells
that produce anti-Id (for review see ref. 44). Moreover, the
anti-Ids explain previous evidence of a serum factor preventing
the binding of autoantibodies to GAD65 observed by Brown and
Christie (45).
In conclusion, our findings demonstrate that GAD65Ab are
not confined to T1D, but are masked in healthy individuals by
specific anti-Ids that are absent in T1D. We propose that anti-Ids
may play a protective role in the immune response, by preventing
GAD65Ab to bind to their antigen and potentially modulate T
cell responses to GAD65.
Materials and Methods
Serum Samples. Healthy GAD65Ab-negative FDRs of T1D patients (n ⫽ 27)
(mean age 39 years, range 17 to 61 years) were identified by screening
individuals from families with at least two siblings with diabetes to a total of
1,170 probands with T1D enrolled in the Diabetes Incidence Study in Sweden
and the Swedish Childhood Diabetes registry. The samples in this study were
chosen at random from the GAD65Ab-negative sera.
Sera of healthy individuals (n ⫽ 238) (15–34 years old) were randomly
selected control samples matched to newly diagnosed T1D patients. These
samples were collected in 1992–1993 in the Diabetes Incidence Study in
Sweden.
All serum samples tested repeatedly negative for antibodies to GAD65 in
our conventional RIA.
GAD65Ab-positive T1D patients (n ⫽ 54) were randomly selected from 15to 35-year-old newly diagnosed Swedish T1D patients. These patients were
registered in 1992–1993 in the Diabetes Incidence Study in Sweden and were
previously reported to be positive for GAD65Ab.
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Antibodies. Human mAbs b96.11 and b78 specific to GAD65 were derived from
a patient with autoimmune polyendocrine syndrome type 2 (46). B96.11
recognizes an epitope that is specifically bound by patients with T1D (13). B78
recognizes an epitope that is specifically bound by patients with SPS (14). The
epitope specificities of these antibodies have been described in detail (36).
Briefly, they recognize epitopes located at independent clusters that are
positioned on opposing faces of the molecule’s C-terminal domain.
HAA1 is a human mAb antibody (ATCC) specific to blood group A antigen
(47) and shows no binding to GAD65.
The antibodies were purified from supernatants of the respective B cell line
by using protein G Sepharose (PGS) (Invitrogen).
RIA. GAD65Ab were determined by using the RIA as described (48). Briefly,
recombinant [35]S-GAD65 was produced in an in vitro-coupled transcription
and translation system with SP6 RNA polymerase and nuclease-treated rabbit
reticulocyte lysate (Promega). Sera or IgG at the indicated concentrations
were incubated with [35]S-GAD65 (25,000 of trichloroacetic acid-precipitable
radioactivity). Sera were initially analyzed at 2.5 l. If the GAD65Ab titer
exceeded 9,000 cpm, the sample was diluted and reanalyzed. The reported
titer was adjusted accordingly. After an overnight incubation at 4°C, antibodybound [35]S-GAD65 was separated from unbound antigen by precipitation
with PAS (Invitrogen). The immunoprecipitated radioactivity was counted on
a Wallac Microbeta Liquid Scintillation Counter (Perkin–Elmer).
Western Blot Analysis. Protein samples were electrophoresed on 15% SDS/
PAGE under reducing conditions. Proteins were electrotransferred from the
gel to Immobilon-P membranes (Millipore). Membranes were blocked in TBS
buffer containing 1% BSA and incubated with goat anti-human  light
chain-HRP (Serotec), goat anti-human  light chain-HRP (Serotec), goat anti
human IgG-HRP (Bethyl Laboratories), or mouse anti-human IgM-HRP (Invitrogen) at the concentration recommended by the manufacturer. The immunocomplexes were detected with an Enhanced Chemiluminescence Detection
system (GE Healthcare).

was cross-linked to 1 ml of PAS beads (Invitrogen). The efficiency of the
coupling was 50% (0.5 mg/ml). Any uncoupled antibody was removed by
washing beads with 0.05M glycine (pH 11). There was no significant release of
the coupled protein from PAS as tested by RIA and Western blot analysis.
Absorption on Antibody-Coupled PAS Beads. Serum samples (100 l) were
incubated with antibody-PAS beads (25 l of 50% slurry) for 1 h. The bead
volume was previously titrated for optimal assay conditions (data not shown).
The bound fraction was separated from the unbound serum by gravity flow.
The flow-through of the column was analyzed for GAD65Ab in an RIA. Change
in volume was accounted for.
Heat Dissociation. To dissociate complexes of GAD65Ab and their bound
inhibitors in serum samples, we followed the heat dissociation method as
described (15). Briefly, samples (100 l) were heated to 55°C for 10 min in the
absence or presence of antibody-PAS beads (25 l of 50% slurry). The mixture
was then incubated at 37°C for 30 min and at room temperature for a final 10
min and analyzed for GAD65Ab in an RIA. In absorption experiments the
flow-through was assayed for GAD65Ab in an RIA.
Competition Experiment. To evaluate the antibody binding specificity, 150
nmol/liter of unlabeled recombinant human GAD65 (Diamyd Medical AB) was
used to block the binding of [35]S-GAD65 to GAD65Ab. Unlabeled BSA (150
nmol/liter) was used as a control.
Elution of Bound Inhibitor. Bound protein was eluted from b96.11-PAS with
0.05 M glycine buffer (pH 11). One-milliliter fractions were collected, and the
pH was immediately adjusted to pH 7.
Preparation of Ig and Ig-Depleted Fractions of Sera. Ig was purified from sera
by successive affinity chromatography on PAS and PGS (Invitrogen). Western
blot analysis confirmed the presence of Ig in the purified fraction, whereas the
Ig-depleted fraction contained no Ig.

ELISA. Binding of anti-Ids to GAD65Ab b96.11 and b78 was measured by ELISA
following standard methods. Anti-Ids were isolated from a healthy individual
and absorbed to 96-well microtiter plates (Nunc) (50 l per well). The antibodies were detected by purified b96.11 and b78 that had been labeled with
HRP according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Pierce). Binding was competed by recombinant human GAD65 (Diamyd Medical AB) or BSA.

Statistical Analysis. All samples were analyzed in duplicate determinations.
The mean intraassay coefficient of variation was 5% (13– 0.04%). Our assay for
GAD65Ab showed good sensitivity (86%) and high specificity (93%) in the
2007 Diabetes Antibody Standardization Program Workshop. Positive and
negative controls were included for each assay. Binding levels between different treatments within one serum group were adjusted to the untreated
positive and negative controls to correct for interassay variations. Binding
levels between different serum groups were adjusted to the same serum
derived from a healthy individual that was included on each plate and
underwent identical procedures with the other samples. Median GAD65Ab
levels between groups were analyzed by using the nonparametric ANOVA
(Kruskall-Wallis test) followed by Dunn’s multiple comparisons test. Significance was defined by P ⬍ 0.05.

Cross-Linking of Antibody to PAS. Purified antibodies were cross-linked to PAS
by using the dimethylpimelimidate method (49). One milligram of antibody
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